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Executive Summary 

Over the past decade, events such as the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the mortgage-backed securities crisis, weather-
related disasters, and the increasingly dangerous cyber threat landscape are motivating large organizations to 
improve their risk management across the organization. In the past, risk management was typically based upon two 
parallel disciplines: governance risk management (GRM) conducted by business, policy, and compliance teams, and 
security risk management (SRM) administered by IT operations and information security.  

This method certainly addresses risk, but leading companies always want to strive for continuous improvement. Is 
this happening with risk management? This white paper concludes that: 

 Many enterprises are striving for integrated risk management. Isolated GRM and SRM activities lead to 
duplicate data collection, redundant processes, and high costs. To eliminate these inefficiencies, many 
organizations are exploring integrated risk management as an alternative. Integrated risk management 
creates common tools, syntax, data structures, processes, and metrics for all risk management needs. As of 
now, integrated risk management remains an ambitious goal, but given the attractive benefits offered, 
enterprise organizations are already busy with research and planning. 

 Integrated risk management demands strong SRM. As the saying goes, “you can’t build a strong house on 
a weak foundation.” Unfortunately, many CISOs know that their SRM foundation is fragile at best. Why? 
SRM is often built on an assortment of point tools, manual processes, and limited risk management skills. 
As such, existing SRM tools and processes are no match for the scale and complexity of enterprise IT. 

 SRM consolidation is already happening. Recognizing their SRM deficiencies, many organizations are 
already consolidating SRM tools to address security risk intelligence and automate IT remediation 
processes. ESG was first to report this opportunity in the ESG Technology Brief, Real-Time Risk 
Management, September 2010, Author, Jon Oltsik, Principal Analyst. 

 Large organizations are often faced with confusing SRM platform choices. As CISOs look for solutions, they 
will find a perplexing variety of consultants, fully custom solutions, just-in-time toolkits, and turnkey 
commercial products. While past decisions were cumbersome, ESG believes that commercial products have 
matured and are now appropriate for many enterprise use cases. Commercial products can also help CISOs 
address their security staff and skills shortage, integrate well with their current security technologies, and 
accelerate ROI.  

Overview 

Governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) is often carried out by multiple teams within an organization, such as the 
governance and compliance teams or the IT security team. Because each team operates with different information 
and resources, it can be difficult to make decisions and take actions in the best interest of the entire organization. 
This situation has driven many organizations to undertake an initiative to integrate their business risk management 
and security risk management efforts.  

At the same time, organizations are struggling with multiple disconnected tools, manual processes, security staff 
shortages, and a host of other problems that are crippling their efforts to mitigate risks. Clearly, security risk 
management alone is inadequate for measuring and remediating IT and business risks.  

An integrated risk management platform can provide a single pane of information and comprehensive reporting for 
the entire organization. It can collect and collate information from numerous security tools, leveraging the 
investments that the organization has already made and filling visibility gaps by detecting meaningful relationships 
among the data collected from these tools. An integrated risk management platform may also be able to manage a 
larger volume of data and perform faster risk analysis than IT or security staff could possibly do, reducing the 
organization’s dependence on manual processes or the need to hire more staff. 

Traditionally, integrating risk management involved engaging a professional consulting services firm, frequently for 
the long-term. Newer models have evolved to help organizations that prefer a more modular or self-sufficient 
approach to integrated risk management.  
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Risk Management Directions 

Risk management practices are typically implemented by different teams within enterprise organizations. 
Governance and compliance initiatives may be associated with the policy and auditing team and managed by the 
Chief Risk Officer, while security and IT risk management may be associated with the security and IT operations 
teams and managed by the Chief Information Officer.  

The objectives and even the actions of these separate teams can go in different directions. For example, the legal or 
financial departments may be primarily focused on compliance, dedicated to enforcing strict oversight of business 
operations. At the same time, the IT security team may be focused on adding new controls to the IT infrastructure 
in order to deflect security attacks, which also impact the organization’s compliance stance.  

Governance and Security Risk Management Defined 

Governance is the oversight that an organization applies to its policies, practices, and processes. Governance risk 
management measures business units’ key risk indicators and—in an ideal world—provides advice on an 
organization’s planned actions, such as a plan to implement a new privacy policy or move forward with a merger. 
Governance risk management (GRM) is often viewed as a top-down approach to risk because it is based on data 
from the organization’s business operations, producing reports and guidance across all domains of the organization 
(financial, legal, operational, and IT) and sometimes for external parties such as government agencies. 

Security is the oversight that an organization applies to protect its physical and digital assets. Security risk 
management supports business units’ key performance indicators to optimize business continuity and avoid 
disruption. In contrast to GRM, security risk management (SRM) is sometimes viewed as a bottom-up approach to 
risk because it is based on data collected from the organization’s IT assets and security controls. Security risk 
management tools monitor security controls, produce remediation suggestions, and can even automatically change 
management/remediation processes. Security risk management may be based on standards from organizations 
such as NIST, ISO, or SANS.  

Risk management problems often arise because business operations and IT teams have access to different 
information and tools. This inevitably leads to redundant data collection, overlapping processes, and higher costs. 
To alleviate this inefficiency, many organizations are starting to explore the possibilities of more integrated 
governance and security risk management across the enterprise. Indeed, many organizations are considering 
solutions that will integrate and consolidate their installed products, using the data collected from these products 
to produce better metrics and guidance for the entire organization.  

Traditional SRM Lags Behind 

Ultimately, integrated risk management success can only happen if the underlying piece parts are independently 
sound. Described in a different way, integrated risk management built on problematic GRM and SRM tools and 
processes will only exacerbate existing issues.  

Regrettably, this is the exact situation many organizations face today with regard to SRM. For many enterprises, 
traditional SRM creates a number of challenges because: 

 CISOs face a growing security skills shortage. Recent ESG research revealed that 25% of organizations 
report a problematic shortage of information security skills, more than any other area of IT.1 And while 36% 
of organizations plan to add security headcount this year,2 83% of enterprises claim that it is extremely 
difficult to recruit and hire security professionals due to the dearth of security talent available.3 Given this 
situation, CISOs won’t be able to hire their way out of SRM issues. Rather, they will need intelligent 
technologies featuring ease-of-implementation, automation, and near-term ROI.  

                                                      
1
 Source: ESG Research Report, 2013 IT Spending Intentions Survey, January 2013. 

2
 Source: ESG Research Brief, 2013 Information Security Spending Trends, April 2013. 

3
 Source: ESG Research Report, Security Management and Operations: Changes on the Horizon, July 2012. 

http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/research-report-2013-it-spending-intentions-survey/
http://www.esg-global.com/research-briefs/2013-information-security-spending-trends/
http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/security-management-and-operations/
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 SRM is based on an army of independent point tools. ESG’s research indicates that more than half of all 
organizations depend upon two to five different systems/tools to collect, consolidate, and analyze data to 
support their risk management program, while an additional 13% use more than six tools (see Figure 1).4 An 
array of point tools forces security teams to piece together data, metrics, and reports to calculate IT risk 
across the enterprise. This is a time-consuming and error-prone process at best.  

Figure 1. Number of Systems/Tools Used to Analyze Data for IT Risk Management 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2013. 

 SRM depends upon costly manual processes. IT professionals in many organizations still use spreadsheets 
to review data from network and security tools, and to assign probabilities to risks and threats. This 
situation is fairly common. For example, ESG’s research indicates that 77% of organizations depend upon 
manual processes and analysis for visibility into their security status.5 IT and security professionals have 
recognized that manual processes just won’t scale to the level they need in order to effectively manage risk, 
and more importantly—as with any 80/20 best practice—they don’t determine critical remediation actions 
(the 20%) that have the greatest impact to improve risk posture (the 80%). 

 SRM monitoring is fraught with blind spots and time lapses. Effective security risk management requires 
complete visibility of end-to-end processes, from the business units to security and IT operations, but ESG’s 
research revealed many visibility gaps in organizations today. Respondents to an ESG research survey 
indicate a number of problems with security monitoring in areas such as asset configuration/status, 
controls violations, known vulnerabilities, and remediation activities scheduled (see Figure 2).6 Additionally, 
SRM is often anchored by periodic scanning on a weekly or monthly basis rather than continuous 
monitoring capable of identifying risk in real-time. As the old management saying goes, “you can’t manage 
what you can’t measure,” but given the abundance of “blind spots,” this is exactly what CISOs are faced 
with using existing SRM processes. 

 

 

 

                                                      
4
 Source: ESG Research Report, The Emerging Intersection Between Big Data and Security Analytics, November 2012. 

5
 Source: ESG Research Report, Security Management and Operations: Changes on the Horizon, July 2012. 

6
 Source: Ibid. 
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http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/research-report-the-emerging-intersection-between-big-data-and-security-analytics/
http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/security-management-and-operations/
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Figure 2. Inhibitors to Real-time, Comprehensive Security Visibility   

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2013. 

  

 SRM tools don’t manage big data. Current SRM tools and processes cannot accommodate the growing 
volume and variety of security data generated by an explosive combination of network bandwidth, mobile 
devices, cloud computing, and N-tier web applications, often resulting in terabytes and sometimes 
pentabytes of data to process. Since point tools and processes are no longer adequate, CISOs must rectify 
this situation before proceeding with an integrated risk management strategy. 

 SRM is not connected to traditional GRM solutions. CISOs are now required to address risk in a form that 
business units understand. Most business risk owners don’t understand the language of security, let alone 
see the causal chain between a critical IT asset disabled by a cyber attack, a failed or missing security 
control that may have prevented it, and the impact on their business operations. Traditional GRM solutions 
were born out of the Sarbanes-Oxley era (circa 2001) and focus mainly on financial and legal controls and 
processes that an auditor reviews for compliance. SRM systems are far more data-driven out of necessity, 
but that data is at best mapped to GRM solutions via spreadsheets, which is inadequate to show how an IT 
risk is linked to an enterprise risk with respect to governance. 
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Integrated Risk Management (IRM): Change Is in the Air 

Organizations are taking steps to cope with the problems of numerous point products, limited visibility, snapshot 
monitoring, manual processes, and lack of skills. In particular, ESG has noted a trend toward consolidating tools and 
processes, and organizations have a few options performing this type of consolidation. In fact, 27% are already 
engaged in a consolidation project, and 51% are planning to do so in the next 12 or 24 months (see Figure 3).7  

Figure 3. Plans to Consolidate GRC Systems and Tools 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2013. 

Today’s IRM Options 

As organizations move toward an integrated risk management approach, they will find three types of solutions 
available:   

1. Flexible toolkit custom build 
2. Just-in-time custom build 
3. Commercially available product 

Each of these models is described below:  

Flexible Toolkit Custom Build  

Traditionally, many organizations have turned to professional consulting services that tend to use their proprietary 
processes and software to custom build IRM solutions for individual customers. This can result in a solution that is 
expressly tailored for the organization’s risk thresholds, compliance requirements, and governance structure, but it 
can take months or even years to arrive at a working solution. Moreover, every time the organization needs a 

                                                      
7
 Source: ESG Research Report, The Emerging Intersection Between Big Data and Security Analytics, November 2012. 
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http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/research-report-the-emerging-intersection-between-big-data-and-security-analytics/
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modification, such as adding a new framework or a new API, it must reengage the consulting firm. This can create a 
long-term dependency on the consulting firm, and frequently a substantial and ongoing cost for the organization.  

ESG believes that traditional custom-build solutions should only be employed if organizations have the staff, skills, 
time, and resources necessary for this type of project. Based upon the ESG research highlighted previously, this will 
be the exception rather than the rule as most organizations don’t have the budgets or security skills needed. It is 
also worth noting that flexible toolkit approaches are becoming less effective each day due to near real-time cyber 
risk and regulatory pressures and their inability to reach big data scale, so few organizations can afford the time 
needed to design, build, and implement a custom solution. 

Just-in-time Custom Build 

An initially less-expensive and quicker model for specific IRM use cases is a just-in-time custom build. This model 
still involves consulting services, but the solution is up and running more quickly (possibly in less than half a year). 
With a just-in-time custom build, the consulting firm employs its own proprietary toolkit and builds a specific 
configuration based on the customer’s requirements at one point in time.  

Like flexible toolkit custom built solutions, ESG believes that the just-in-time model will only be appropriate for a 
small percentage of enterprise organizations. Yes, just-in-time solutions may be less time-consuming, but this can 
result in too many compromises where CISO are forced to tailor their requirements and processes to software 
limitations. Furthermore, consulting professionals may spend less time onsite with the customer, compared to a 
flexible toolkit custom build, which may lower costs but cuts corners on the ultimate solution. Just-in-time custom 
solutions are often difficult to modify, and the customer organization may still need to reengage the consulting firm 
for changes it needs in the future. Finally, just-in-time solutions still depend upon time, money, and security skills 
that are in short supply.  

Commercially Available Product   

Purchasing a commercial product is another model for organizations that are pursuing risk management 
integration. A commercial IRM product provides an out-of-box platform that integrates multiple GRM and SRM 
functions, has pre-mapped content for regulatory requirements, and includes a number of APIs for integrating IT 
and security applications and data sets.  

Although a commercial product requires an investment of staff and time up-front, it can be less expensive in the 
long term compared to either of the custom-build models. This is because organizations that purchase a 
commercial integrated risk management product do not have to reengage consulting professionals every time they 
need to add a new connector or comply with another regulation.  

The historical knock on commercial IRM products was that they were inflexible, process-centric–not data-centric, 
and lacked enterprise integration and scalability features and functionality. While this may have been true in the 
past, a few software vendors such as Agiliance have bridged this gap over the past few years. Agiliance RiskVision 
provides a turnkey platform for customers to integrate and consolidate their risk management tools and processes, 
while moving closer to the goal of integrated governance and security risk management. Agiliance RiskVision works 
by collecting and correlating data, and then calculating, assigning, and aggregating risks. To provide for enterprise 
needs, Agiliance offers over 50 out-of-the-box connectors for Agiliance RiskVision, including connectors for many 
well-known threat feed, IAM, SIEM, DLP, patch, and configuration management products and vulnerability 
scanners. Agiliance RiskVision is delivered in modules, including management modules for organizations to assert 
their own policies, compliance requirements, enterprise risks, and supplier risks, and to manage threat and incident 
security frameworks as they gain IRM experience and maturity. Organizations can use the modules they need to get 
started, and then phase in additional modules over time.  

http://www.agiliance.com/
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Next Steps for CISOs 

How should CISOs proceed? The first step in choosing an IRM solution is to assess the set of security and risk 
management products and processes already installed within the organization. Where are the gaps? What are the 
scalability issues? Is the security organization scrambling through manual processes and best guesses to determine 
situational awareness of risk? The answers to these questions will help security professionals prioritize 
requirements and create effective RFI/RFPs for submission to vendors.  

Security managers should also define the risk management tasks they need to automate first, and the timeframe 
for completing their automation and integration project. With a commercial product, the organization can choose 
some aspects of risk management to automate right away. For example, the solution may collect and automatically 
analyze data from within the organization’s data centers at first, leaving other IT domains and applications for 
phase two. Alternatively, the organization may choose to automate reporting for PCI compliance now, leaving 
HIPAA compliance for phase two of the integration project.  

This process also favors a commercial solution which will allow CISOs to design and execute IRM projects that align 
with their business and IT strategies. Off all types of solutions, ESG believes that IRM platforms like Agiliance 
RiskVision can help the majority of large organizations balance available resources and risk management 
requirements to keep up with rapid changes and growing IT scale. From a security standpoint, Agiliance can provide 
a level of vulnerability and risk assessment that is deeper and wider than an organization can achieve with disparate 
tools and manual processes alone, leading the organization to better risk analysis and more effective actions. It can 
also help organizations move closer to real-time knowledge of risk and vulnerability assessments, correlating the 
information it collects and immediately reporting on new types or levels of risk, which can enable business and risk 
managers to take highly prioritized mitigating actions more quickly. Once CISOs establish this type of modern 
baseline, they can then proceed with integrated risk management with more confidence. 

The Bigger Truth 

Organizations can be more effective in managing their risks when they integrate a top-down (governance risk) and 
a bottom-up (security risk) perspective. An integrated risk management platform can tie together an organization’s 
business risks and IT operations, addressing all areas of risk.  

Implementing an integrated risk management solution is not a simple undertaking. Organizations should consider 
the implementation models carefully, and should not underestimate the number and frequency of modifications 
they may need in the future. In today’s environment of rapidly evolving threats, the integrated risk management 
platform must be able to accommodate constant change. Before taking on this challenge, however, CISOs must 
ensure that an underlying SRM foundation provides for automation, integration, and scale.  

ESG believes that commercial products for IRM are now available as an alternative to traditional consulting-based 
customized solutions. Think of the 80%/20% rule: A commercial integrated risk management product should 
provide at least 80% of the organization’s initial requirements right out of the box, freeing staff to work on further 
integration, process automation, and risk management improvements, which are the ultimate goal of all of the 
organization’s risk teams. By working with leading commercial product vendors like Agiliance, large organizations 
will also eat into the remaining 20% of requirements as Agiliance software engineers enhance product functionality 
with each new revision of the product. 
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